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ABSTRACT- In numerous use of controlling automated contraption it turns out to be very hard and muddled when there comes 

the piece of controlling it with remote or various switches. A Gesture Controlled robot is a sort of robot which can be controlled by 

hand motions not by old catches. Simply need to wear a little transmitting gadget close by which incorporated a quickening meter. 

This will transmit a suitable order to the robot with the goal that it can do whatever we need. The transmitting gadget incorporated 

an ADC for simple to computerized transformation and a microcontroller IC which is use to encode the four piece information and 

after that it will transmit by a ZigBee Transmitter module. At the less than desirable end ZigBee Receiver modules gets the 

encoded information and translate it by microcontroller IC. This information is then prepared by a microcontroller lastly engine 

driver attempts to control the engines. By including deterrent sensor and temperature sensor robot is improved to work in various 

circumstance and environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The  presently  human-machine  connection  is  

moving far from keypad and is turning out to be a great deal 

more perfect with the physical world. With every passing day 

the hole amongst machines and people is being lessened with 

the acquaintance of new advancements with facilitate the way 

of life. Innovation has assumed an extremely noteworthy part  

in enhancing the personal satisfaction. One route through 

which this is done is via mechanizing a few errands utilizing 

complex rationale to streamline the work. Signals have 

assumed a key part in lessening this pit. Presently a  day's 

robots are controlled by remote or mobile phone or by direct 

wired association. Contemplating cost and  required 

equipment's this things builds the multifaceted nature, 

particularly for low level application. For instance, in 

telerobotics, slave robots have been shown to take after the 

expert's hand movements remotely. 

Robots are turning out to be progressively valuable on 

the war zone since they can be furnished and sent into perilous 

regions to perform basic missions. Controlling robots utilizing 

customary techniques may not be conceivable amid clandestine 

or unsafe missions. MEMs based robot was produced for 

interchanges in these great situations where writing on a 

console is either illogical or unimaginable. This paper reports 

an adjustment of this correspondences for transmitting motions 

to a military robot to control its capacities. Signals were 

utilized to control a pick and place robot model. 

 
This framework can explore the remote robot in the 

diverse environment utilizing different motions orders. In this 

framework, the robot works from transmitter area with a decent 

quality in-constructed accelerometer sensor. Mems sensor is 

utilized to peruse the position of hand motions to produce 

summons for the robot and is taken as an info, position of 

Mems is then used to extricate the signal order. The summon 

prepared by expert microcontroller and is sent through the 

ZigBee transmitter. At ZigBee recipient area gets information 

from slave microcontroller through ZigBee module and as 

indicated by Mems position; information got the collector side 

microcontroller prepared to incite the engine by driver circuit 

associated with ARM7microcontroller. At long last the robot is 

moved in every single conceivable bearing in the earth utilizing 

six conceivable sorts of charges which are Forward, Backward, 

Right, Left and arm developments. Signal charge can have one 

of the six conceivable orders as indicated. 
 

II. PREAMBLE 

 
AIM: The primary point of this anticipate is give the 

material taking care of through robot without association of 

people, rather robot is made remote and controlled through 

expert board utilizing motion position and ZigBee module. 

OBJECTIVE & SCOPE: This anticipates has a 

decent degree in the field of route which gives the security to 

people where they can't reach through unsafe spot. This 

framework is exceptionally financially savvy to supplant other 

previous framework. Have proposed the framework which is 

helpful for some reasons like military reason and local reason  

to keep away from human danger .It is simple and easy to use 

approach to control robot. This framework gives easy to 

understand control over robot. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 
Numerous frameworks exist that are utilized for controlling 

the   robot  through  motions.   Some   signal  acknowledgment 
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frameworks include, versatile shading division , hand finding 

and marking with blocking, morphological sifting, and 

afterward motion activities are found by format coordinating 

and skeletonising. This doesn't give dynamicity to the motion 

inputs because of layout coordinating. Another framework 

utilizes machine interface gadget to give continuous signals to 

the robot. Simple flex sensors are utilized on the hand glove to 

quantify the finger twisting , likewise hand position and 

introduction are measured by ultrasonics for signal 

acknowledgment . The rise of administration robots in mid 90's 

trailed by the advancement of Natural dialect interface through 

console has been given by Torrance in 1994. 

 
In 2008, Chinese movement police framework utilized two 

3-hub accelerometers altered on the back of their arms that 

were synchronized with activity lights. In 2010, Sauvik Das et 

al have utilized an accelerometer as a potential spying gadget  

to show areas and exercises of client without one's information. 

One of the restrictions was that inbuilt accelerometer 

Smartphone would need to be in the same spot as was in the 

preparation mode to make exact expectations. In 2010, 

Smartphone's were utilized to control Universal Robot Control 

System by the understudies of Kyungpook National University, 

Korea, to plan an ongoing robot control framework in 

omnipresent environment. Specialist's proposed vision-based 

interface that included signal acknowledgment through camera 

to give geometrical data to the robots. They created versatile 

robot frameworks that were told through arm position. 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN MODEL 

 
A. SOFTWARE DESIGNING: 

For the operation reason, the client application directions are 

composed programming code by utilizing implanted c. The 

application system is accumulated by utilizing KEIL-C 

compiler and proselytes the source record into .hex document. 

Project is dumped by the utilization of small scale streak 

software engineer. Here the system is dumped in the 

microcontroller ROM memory area. The μVision4 screen 

furnishes us with a menu bar for charge passage, a device bar 

where we can quickly choose order catches, and windows for 

source records, exchange boxes, and data shows. μVision4 lets 

us all the while open and view different source documents. 

An undertaking contains enough data to take an arrangement 

of source documents and produce precisely the paired code 

required for the application. In light of the high level of 

adaptability required from the devices, there are numerous 

choices that can be set to arrange the instruments to work in a 

particular way. It is repetitive to need to set these choices up 

each time the application is being fabricated; in this manner 

they are put away in a task record. Stacking the venture 

document into KEIL illuminates KEIL which source records 

are required, where they are, and how to design the instruments 

in the right way. The client of KEIL focuses on "tasks". An 

undertaking is a rundown of all the source records required to 

manufacture a solitary application, all the apparatus 

alternatives which determine precisely how to assemble the 

application, and – if required – how the 

application  ought  to  be  reproduced.  The  task  can  then   be 

spared to safeguard the settings. The venture is reloaded and 

the test system or debugger began, all the fancied windows are 

opened. KEIL venture documents have the expansion. 

 
B. HARDWARE DESIGN MODULE 

In cases there is a requirement of a mechanism where 

robot should be controlled without any physical contact. 

Therefore gesture is choice in order to achieve this primary 

goal. Accelerometer sensor that takes gesture as its input can  

do this job. The Power supply is a reference to a source of 

electrical power. The ADXL335 is a small, thin, low power, 

complete 3-axis accelerometer with signal conditioned voltage 

outputs. The product measures acceleration with a minimum 

full-scale range of ±3 g. It can measure the static acceleration  

of gravity in tilt-sensing applications, as well as dynamic 

acceleration resulting from motion, shock, or vibration. ZigBee 

is the name of a specification for a suite of high level 

communication protocols using small, low-power digital radios 

based on In cases there is a prerequisite of an instrument where 

robot ought to be controlled with no physical contact. 

Accordingly signal is decision with a specific end goal to 

accomplish this essential objective. Accelerometer sensor that 

takes motion as its information can carry out this occupation. 

The Power supply is a reference to a wellspring of electrical 

force. The ADXL335 is a little, thin, low power, complete 3- 

pivot accelerometer with sign adapted voltage yields. The item 

measures increasing speed with a base full-scale scope of ±3 g. 

It can gauge the static quickening of gravity in tilt-detecting 

applications, and in addition dynamic speeding up coming 

about because of movement, stun, or vibration. ZigBee is the 

name of a detail for a suite of abnormal state correspondence 

conventions utilizing little, low-control advanced radios in light 

of the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 standard for remote individual zone 

systems (WPANs, for example, remote earphones associating 

with mobile phones by means of short-range radio. The 

innovation is planned to be easier and less expensive than 

different WPANs, for example, Bluetooth. ZigBee is focused at 

radio-recurrence (RF) applications that require a low 

information rate, long battery life, and secure systems 

administration. ZigBee works in the modern, investigative and 

restorative (ISM) radio groups; 868 MHz in Europe, 915 MHz 

in nations, for example, USA and Australia, and 2.4 GHz in 

many locales around the world. The innovation is expected to 

be less complex and less expensive than different WPANs, for 

example, Bluetooth. ZigBee chip merchants ordinarily offer 

coordinated radios and microcontrollers with somewhere 

around 60K and 128K blaze memory, for example, the Free 

scale MC13213, the Ember EM250 and the Texas Instruments 

CC2430. Radios are likewise accessible stand-alone to be 

utilized with any processor or microcontroller. For the most 

part, the chip merchants additionally offer the ZigBee 

programming stack, albeit autonomous ones are likewise 

accessible. ZigBee gadgets are required to fit in with the IEEE 

802.15.4-2003 Low-Rate WPAN standard. The standard 

determines the lower convention layers—the physical layer 

(PHY), and the medium access control (MAC) segment of the 

information join layer (DLL). This standard determines 

operation in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz, 915 MHz and 868    MHz 
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ISM groups. In the 2.4 GHz band there are 16 ZigBee 

channels, with every channel requiring 5 MHz of transmission 

capacity. The inside 

 
recurrence for every channel can be ascertained as, FC = (2350 

+ (5 * ch)) MHz, where ch = 11, 12... 26. The essential channel 

access mode is "bearer sense, various access/impact evasion" 

(CSMA/CA). That is, the hubs talk similarly that individuals 

chat; they quickly verify that nobody is talking before they 

begin. Signals are sent on an altered planning plan, and don't 

utilize CSMA. Message affirmations likewise don't utilize 

CSMA. At long last, gadgets in Beacon Oriented systems   that 

3 

composed the calculation here, to show the nearness of a 

hindrance. The temperature sensor yield sign is sustained to the 

microcontroller in which an appropriate installed "c" project is 

composed the calculation here, to show the temperature of the 

earth around robot. The metal sensor yield sign is sustained to 

the microcontroller in which an appropriate implanted "c" 

project is composed the calculation here, to show the nearness 

of a metal which incorporates a sounding of bell that speaks to 

a bomb. 

 

SERIAL TO 

have low idleness ongoing necessities may likewise utilize 

Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS), which by definition don't utilize 

CSMA. These ICs are matched with each other. For legitimate 

operation a couple of encoder/decoder with the same number 

of location and information organization ought to be chosen. 

The Decoder get the serial location and information from its 

16X2 LCD 
ZIGBEE MODULE PARALLEL POWER SUPPLY 

DISPLAY 

DECODER 
 

 

 
OBSTACLE, 

OSCILLATOR 

& Microcontroller 
ADC 

METAL AND 

relating decoder, transmitted by a transporter utilizing a ZigBee 

transmission medium and offers yield to the yield pins 

subsequent to preparing the information. The L293 and L293D 

are fourfold high-ebb and flow half-H drivers. The L293 is 

intended to give bidirectional drive streams of up to 1 An at 

voltages from 4.5 V to 36 V. The L293D is intended to give 

bidirectional drive streams of up to 600-mA at voltages from 

4.5 V to 36 V. Both gadgets are intended to drive inductive 

loads, for example, transfers, solenoids, dc and bipolar 

venturing engines, and in addition other high present/high- 

voltage loads in positive-supply applications. 

 

 
Transmitting section: The beneath transmitting graph shows 

the transmitting segment which incorporates an accelerometer 

whose yield is in persistent structure as the encoder can just 

comprehends the computerized information and this 

information is to be transmitted utilizing zigbee module which 

transmits the serial information changed over by the encoder 

from parallel information. 
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Figure 2. Receiver section 

 

 
V. RELATED WORKS 
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Figure 1. Transmitter section 

 
Receiving Section: The underneath getting square chart 

demonstrates the recipient segment the transmitted 

information by the transmitter is gotten by the zigbee 

module and the serial information is given as contribution 

to the decoder which changes over the serial information 

to parallel information and is given as contribution to the 

microcontroller which comprises of a predefined project 

to satisfy our assignment, contingent on the information 

got the controller produces some signs to the engine 

driver, LCD, ringer, and so forth., here the reason for the 

engine driver is to drive the engines and here LCD and 

bell are utilized for some particular signs. The infrared 

sensor yield sign is sustained to the microcontroller in 

which a reasonable inserted "c" project is 
 

Working of robot: 

a. ROBOT MODE: 

Based on hand movements with holding accelerometer 
inside, changing the movement robot works as follows: In 

forward: ROBOT moves in forward direction. 

In reverse: ROBOT moves in reverse direction. 
In left: ROBOT moves in left direction 

In right: ROBOT moves in right direction 
b. ROBOT ARM MODE: 

Based on hand movements with holding accelerometer 

inside, changing the movement robot works as follows: In 
forward: ROBOT ARM opens up. 

In reverse: ROBOT ARM closes. In 

left: ROBOT ARM slides down. In 

right: ROBOT ARM slides up. 

 
c. ROBOT WITH SENSORS 

Sensor is a refined gadget whose capacity is to 

recognize and measure any non-electrical parameters, for 

example, temperature, weight, dampness, speed, weight 

and so on and change over it into a sign which can be 

measured electrically for e.g. voltage. 

For the usage reason sensor ought to be precise, not 

reliant on ecological conditions, with extensive variety of 

qualities and high determination, direct, financially savvy 

and exceptionally aligned. So for this reason for the most 

part IC sensors are utilized. In our project we have mainly 

implemented four sensors: 

K. Metal sensor: whenever metal is detected the 
robot is stopped for some delay, say 5s. 

L. Temperature sensor: Temperature is set to know 

environment of robot. Whenever the temperature 

reaches above the limited temperature, the robot 

stops. 

 
M. Two IR sensors: this sensors used to detect the 

obstacle which comes infront while robot is 

moving forward and to detect the obstacle which 

comes behind while robot is moving reverse 

direction. 

 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 3. TRANSMITTER MODULE 

 
 

Figure 4. RECIEVER MODULE 

4 
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movements, and enhance security. Progressed mechanical 

Figure 5. Gesture based movement direction 
displayed on LCD of transmitter section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Gesture based movement of robotic arm 

 
 

Figure 7. Obstacle detection by IR sensor 

 
VII. FUTURE SCOPE: 

As of now control the robot is with signal position .In 

future can build up the task to Control vehicle. By 

improvement can build up the task to control the remote 

robot by two way correspondence which prompts robot 

cooperation. 

 
VIII. CONCLUSION: 

In our arrangement of motion controlled robots, we 

have just considered a predetermined number of signals. 

Our calculation can be stretched out in various  

approaches to perceive a more extensive arrangement of 

motions. The motion acknowledgment bit of our 

calculation is excessively basic, this strategy would 

require, making it impossible to be utilized as a part of 

testing working conditions. This kind of control could 

enhance    efficiency,    decrease    the    impacts    of  dull 

arms that are outlined like the human hand itself can 

undoubtedly controlled utilizing hand signals as it were. 

The mechanical arm will copy the development of the 

controller. Progressed mechanical arms like these can 

perform unpredictable and perilous errands easily. 

Proposed utility in fields of development, perilous waste 

transfer, and therapeutic sciences. 
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